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Abstract
This paper explores the impact of input trade liberalization on export product scope of firms
in industries with different scope for product differentiation. Firm- and industry-specific
tariffs are measured to reflect cost effect (intensive margin) and new input effect (extensive
margin) of input tariff reductions. Using tariff data and product-level trade data for
2002-2006, we find that while firms in differentiated product scope expand export product
lines greatly, firms in non-differentiated product sector do not expand export product scope
significantly, which is robust to different definitions of varieties.
Keywords: Input trade liberalization, Product scope, Scope for product differentiation
1 Introduction
Multi-product firms (MPFs) contribute a large percent to international trade. In China, they
account for 80%-81% of the total number of all exporting firms and the value (93%-96%) of
the total following China’s acceding to World Trade Organization (Peng and Xia, 2013).
Since the success of multi-product exporters in the global marketplace means a lot to
sustaining China’s exporting growth, what makes a successful multi-product exporter?
Recent literature on multi-product firms shows that product scope is one of the most
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important sources of exporters’ success in international trade1 (see, Eckel and Neary, 2010;
Goldberg et al., 2010; Dhingra, 2013; Nocke and Yeaple 2014; Arkolakis et al 2015; Flach
and Irlacher, 2015; Hottman et al., 2015). Introducing a new product or a new variety of
existing products and thus expanding the product lines increase exporters’ revenues in the
global marketplace. However, it would prove difficult if accessing varieties of key inputs is
too costly.
Input trade liberalization provides domestic firms great opportunities to access to cheaper and
previously unavailable inputs (Goldberg et al., 2010). For one thing, reductions in the import
prices of existing inputs raise the likelihood that a firm can manufacture/export previously
unprofitable products (“intensive margin”). For another, if an input is an essential element of
a product, input tariff reductions relax technological constraints facing such producers via
access to new imported input varieties that were unavailable prior to the liberalization
(“extensive margin”).
Recent theoretical and empirical literatures on multi-product firms show that multi-product
firms are large relative to the markets in which they operate (e.g., Eckel and Neary, 2010;
Dhingra, 2013; Eckel et al., 2015; Hottman et al., 2015). As a result, reductions on inputs
would not lead all these “granular” firms to expand their product lines since introducing a
new variety will, to some extent, reduce the sales of their existing varieties (“cannibalization
effect”).
Though cannibalization effects exist in the “granular” firms, the extent to which a new
variety cannibalizes a firm’s existing varieties hinges on the substitutability across varieties
within a firm. Specifically, if a firm’s varieties are differentiated and less substitutable with
each other, then most sales of a new variety will come from other firms’ varieties, which
imply a low cannibalization rate. In contrast, if a firm’s varieties are homogeneous and more
substitutable with each other, then a large percent of a new variety’s sales will come at the
expense of the sales of the firm’s existing varieties, which implies a high cannibalization rate.
Since the goal of all firms is to realize profit or revenue maximization, in the former case,
firms have great incentives to introduce new varieties and thus expand their product lines.
However, in the latter case, considering that manufacturing a new variety will lead to sales
reductions of all existing varieties and hence may reduce the total revenue, firms may not
introduce a new variety or only introduce a small number of new varieties.
Relying on tariff data, product-level trade data, we construct firm-and industry-specific tariff
index, respectively, to reflect the intensive and extensive margin of input trade liberalization
using time-invariant input share as weight to avoid the endogenous relationship between
tariffs and imports. In addition, since the main interest of our paper is firms’ export scope, we
make three definitions of firms’ export varieties to show that the results are not sensitive to
our definition of varieties. In order to investigate heterogeneous impacts of input trade
In addition to product scope, sources of firms’ success can also be attributed to costs（e.g., Melitz,
2003; Chaney, 2008; Melitz and Ottaviano, 2008; Mayer et al., 2014）, product appeal (see, Baldwin
and Harrigan, 2011; Amiti and Khandelwal 2013; Hallak and Sivadasan, 2013; Antoniadess, 2015
among others) and markups (See, e.g., De Loecker and Warzynski, 2012; De Loecker et al., 2015).
1
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liberalization on firms’ export product scope in industries with different scope of product
difference, we also classify export products into differentiated and homogeneous goods using
Rauch (1999) classification.
As we show, the Chinese data provide robust confirmation of the prediction: comparing
changes of export product scope of firms in industries with different scope of product
differentiation, we find that while firms in differentiated product scope expand export product
scope greatly, firms in non-differentiated product sector do not expand export product scope
significantly. Moreover, it shows that our results are robust to different definitions of
varieties. One of the challenges in studying the impacts of input trade liberalization is the
potential endogenous problem because firms in low-productivity sectors would lobby the
government for protection to maintain import tariff at a relatively high level (Goldberg et al.,
2010; Yu, 2014; Fan et al., 2015; Bas and Kahn, 2015). I control for such reverse causality by
using an IV approach.
Our paper builds on and extends the existing literature on product scope of multiproduct
firms (Goldberg et al., 2010; Qiu and Yu, 2014). While these papers emphasize the role of
market expansion effects, competition effects and input effects, we take a step further towards
investigating heterogeneous impacts of input trade liberalization on firms’ export product
scope in industries with different scope of product difference. Our paper is also closely
related to the recent literature on heterogeneous responses of firms in industries with different
scope of product difference to trade liberalization (Dhingra, 2013; Flach and Irlacher, 2015).
They find that firms in highly differentiated industries will invest more in product innovation
and that market expansion benefits domestic firms for increasing access to foreign markets
and exploiting economies of scale in innovation. Differing from these papers, the focus of our
study is not on different strategies of investment, but on export product scope.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the data we use
in our analysis. In section 3, we provide underlying mechanisms and empirical equations. In
section 4, we estimate the impacts of input trade liberalization on firms’ export product scope.
Section 5 concludes.
2. Data
The period under study is from 2002 to 2006. To investigate the impacts of input trade
liberalization on Chinese firms’ export product scope, we rely on two disaggregated data:
tariff data and product-level trade data.
2.1 Tariff Data
China’s tariffs at HS6-digit are available at WTO website, which provides two groups of
tariffs: MFN applied tariff and bound tariff, each including number of AV duties, average of
AV duties, minimum AV duty and maximum AV duty, for the purpose of our study, we rely on
the information of number of AV duties and average of AV duties under MFN applied tariff to
measure firm-specific and industry-specific tariffs.
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2.2 Product-Level Trade Data
Product-level trade data (including export and import) are accessed from China's General
Administration of Custom. This database includes monthly firm level imports and exports at
the 8-digit HS product-level. Trade data are reported free on board (f.o.b.) in U.S. dollars.
Specifically, the information includes name, ownership and address of each trading firm, the
country of origin of imports and country of destination of exports, value, quantity,
measurements of unit of each HS8-digit product, and 18 different custom regimes2.
Since the aim of this paper is to examine the impact of input trade liberalization on export
product scope of manufacturing firms, we take the following procedure:
(1) We only keep firms that both export and import under ordinary trade regimes;
(2) We restrict our sample to firms that importing intermediate inputs only through ordinary
trade regime. Therefore, we exclude firms that trade also under other regimes and that switch
from ordinary to other regimes.
(3) Following Ahn et al. (2011) and Tang and Zhang (2012),we delete intermediary firms
whose Chinese names includes “trading”, “exporting”, and “importing”;
(4) We use the conversion table from the UN Comtrade to merge HS6-digit products with
SITC (Rev.2) 4-digit level and keep firms that produce products between 5000 and 8000;
(5) In order to calculate firm- and industry- specific input tariffs, we need to distinguish
imports of intermediate inputs from imports of final goods. To identify intermediate inputs,
we use the Broad Economic Categories (BEC) classification from the United Nations that
organizes HS6 products into intermediate and capital and final goods3;
3. Measurement
3.1 The Measurement of Tariffs
As mentioned above, input trade liberalization impacts domestic exporters’ product scope
through both intensive margin and extensive margin. Accordingly, it is important to construct
proper tariff measures which reflect the intensive margin and extensive margin of input trade
liberalization.
In doing so, first, we construct a firm-specific tariff index to reflect the intensive margin of
input tariff reductions, which is computed as a weighted average of tariffs on the inputs
imported by the firm:

Since our aim is to explore the tariff reductions on firms’ export product scope, we only rely on
ordinary regime. Specifically, we restrict our sample to firms that importing intermediate inputs only
through ordinary trade regime. Therefore, we exclude firms that trade also under other regimes and
that switch from ordinary to other regimes.
3
Following Goldberg et al. (2010), we group intermediate and capital into inputs.
2
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Where  kt is the tariff of input k in t ;
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k

(1)

is firm f ’s import share of

input k in the total import value in the first year the firm appears in the sample, which
measures the tariff reductions on firm’s available imported inputs4. According to Yu (2014)
and Bas and Kahn (2015), using constant (time-invariant) weights to calculate firm-specific
tariffs also avoid the well-known endogeneity between tariff and a firm’s imports. Since tariff
is negatively correlated with import, we would calculate a downward biased firm-specific
tariff if we use current import share of inputs as weights.
In addition, input tariff reductions also benefit domestic firms by providing access to
previously unavailable new products or new varieties of existing products, enabling them to
introduce new varieties and expand the product lines. Therefore, similar to Yu (2014)5， we
construct an industry-specific input tariff index to reflect this extensive margin of input tariff
reductions. In particular, the measurement of industry-specific input tariff index proceeds in
three steps. The first step is to calculate the average output tariff level of each CIC4-digit
industry 6 . Utilizing the conversion table between HS8-digit products and GB/T codes
(CIC4-digit) provided by Upward et al. (2013), we first match HS8-digits with CIC4-digits,
then we match HS6-digits to tariff table provided by WTO and measure the average output
tariff level of each CIC4-digit industry according to the following formula:
COTit 

   num
 num
k

kt

k

kt

(2)

kt

Where  kt is the average tariff of HS6-digit product k in t ; numkt is the number of
duties. As showed in the formula, the average output tariff level of each CIC4-digit industry
is obtained by taking a simple average of all HS6-digit products within the industry.
The second step matches IO sectors7 with CIC4-digits, and then calculates the average
output tariff of each IO sector which is also obtained by taking an average of all CIC4-digits
4

We classify all the hs6 products imported by the firm into three categories: intermediate input,
capital and final goods according to BEC classification, and following Nouroz (2001) and Goldberg et
al. (2011), we assign the first two as inputs.
5
While Yu (2014) calculated the sector output tariffs at the two-digit Chinese industry classification
(CIC), the sector output tariffs in this paper is calculated at the four-digit CIC level which is reported
by the firm-production data.
6
Note that since CIC codes are adjusted in 2003, as in Yu (2014), we make the adjustment in our
sample.
7
We adopt the input-output table from 2002 since our data sample is between 2002 and 2006.
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within each IO sector.
The third step is to measure the average input tariff of each CIC4-digit. The CIC4-digit
industry-specific tariff index is measured by
 inputni2002 
CITit  

  inputni2002  nt
 n


(3)

Where CITit denotes the CIC4-digit industry-level input tariffs facing firms in industry i
in year t ;  nt is the import tariff of input n in year t ;

inputni2002
is the input share of
 n inputni2002

input n . Likewise, Use constant input shares to measure the industry-level input tariff,
enabling us to avoid the endogeneity between tariff and inputs.
3.2 Degree of Product Differentiation
As the goal of this paper is to explore the effect of input trade liberalization on export product
scope of multi-product firms in industries with different scope for product differentiation, we
match hs6-digits with Rauch (1999) classification of goods8. Rauch (1999) classifies all
4-digit SITC trade products into homogeneous goods and differentiated goods. Based on this
classification, we use two approaches to classify exporters that export both differentiated and
homogeneous goods into firms exporting differentiated products/varieties and firms exporting
homogeneous products. The first approach is based on the number of 4-digit SITC products.
specifically, we calculate and compare the number of differentiated and homogeneous 4-digit
SITC products, respectively, each firm exports, if the former is larger (smaller) than the latter,
we take this firm as the one that export differentiated (homogeneous) products or varieties;
the second method relies on the export values of 4-digit SITC products. i.e., we calculate and
compare the total export values of differentiated and homogeneous 4-digit SITC products,
respectively, each firm exports. If firms’ most export values come from differentiated 4-digit
SITC products, we take this firm as the ones that export differentiated products.
4 Specifications and Empirical Results
4.1 Specifications
Input tariff reductions impacts firms’ export product scope through offering domestic firms
increasing access to cheaper and previously unavailable inputs. The former lowers the firms’
production cost for existing imported products or varieties, enabling firms to produce and
export new products of higher production cost; the latter relaxes the technological constraint
facing domestic firms since lower input tariffs increase firms’ access to previously
8

I proceed with the following two steps to match hs6-digits with Rauch (1999) classification of
goods: the first step is to match HS6-digits with Standard International Trade Classification (SITC,
Rev.2) using conversion table available at: http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regdnld.asp?Lg=1;
the second step matches the SITC (Rev.2) with Rauch (1999) classification.
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unavailable inputs.
Though reductions on inputs provide domestic firms great opportunities to expand their
product lines, the responses are different across firms in industries with different scope of
product. Specifically, the number of products supplied by each firms is determined by
whether the increase in profits from introducing an additional minus the reduction in profits
from reduced sales of existing is greater than the fixed cost of introducing the new (Hottman
et al., 2015). Since the cannibalization effect decreases with the scope of product
differentiation, net profit brought by new varieties is greater in highly differentiated
industries. As a result, firms in highly differentiated industries are more likely to expand their
product varieties, whereas firms in non-differentiated industries may not. Therefore, we
consider the following two equations to explore the impacts of input trade liberalization on
firms’ export product scope:
ln(nit )   i   t   CITqt   CITqt  difi   it

(4)

ln(nit )   i   t   FITit   FITit  difi   it

(5)

Where nit is the number of products or varieties exported by firm i at time t ; CITit and

FITit are industry ( q )-specific and firm-specific input tariff faced by firm. difi denotes
whether the products or varieties a firm exports are differentiated ( difi  1 )or homogeneous
goods ( difi  0 );  i is firm-level fixed effect and  t is year fixed effect.
Based on the classification of firms into exporting differentiated products and homogeneous
products as well as the measurement of firm-specific and industry-specific tariffs in the
previous section, in this section, we turn to estimate the impacts of input trade liberalization
on the export product scope of firms in industries with different scope for product
differentiation using the firm-specific and industry-specific tariff measures. Since we seek to
explore the impacts of tariff reductions on firms, our remaining dependent variables are
firm-specific.
Additionally, as our main interest is to investigate the input tariff cuts on export product
scope, we calculate the number of products/varieties that a firm exports. Specifically,
following Goldberg et al., (2010), we define HS6 product-country as varieties and calculate
the number of HS6 product-country varieties9. To show that the empirical results are not
sensitive to our definition of varieties, we make another two definitions of firms’ export
varieties, i.e., HS8 codes and HS8 product-country and report the results in the section of
9

In general, HS8 codes are taken as varieties, however, HS8 codes are not consistent overtime as
mentioned in the previous section. With that, we take a HS6 product-country as a variety in our
baseline results and report the HS8 codes in our robustness.
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robustness.
4.2 Baseline Results
We regress our first measure of product scope on firm-specific and industry-specific tariffs,
respectively. The coefficients, report in columns 1 and 3 of Table 1, show a significant impact
of input tariff reductions firm and industry level on firms’ export product scope. The
coefficients in these two columns imply that the impacts of input trade liberalization on
product scope are mainly through the extensive margin. However, this initial specification
does consider the role of product differentiation in the effects of input tariff reductions on
firms’ product scope. This makes it difficult to investigate the heterogeneous responses of
firms in industries with differentiated scope of product differentiation. Therefore, in column 2
and 4 of Table 1, we introduce measures of product differentiation to examine the
heterogeneous effects of tariff cuts across industries. it shows that input trade liberalization
may lead domestic firms in homogeneous industries to reduce the export product lines though
the coefficients are not significant. However, the negative and significant coefficient for cross
term indicates that input trade liberalization do promote firms to introduce new products or
new varieties of existing products and hence expand their export scope.
Table 1. Input Trade Reductions on The Number of (log) HS6-Country Varieties
FIT

(1)

(2)

-0.043**

-0.038

0.016

0.033

CIT
2.year
3.year
4.year
5.year

(3)

（4）

-0.035***

-0.042*

0.005

0.027

0.205***

0.206***

0.167**

0.165**

0.065

0.065

0.074

0.074

0.349***

0.347***

0.290***

0.286***

0.07

0.07

0.088

0.088

0.514***

0.514***

0.445***

0.443***

0.072

0.072

0.095

0.095

0.727***

0.726***

0.656***

0.653***

0.074

0.074

0.097

0.097

FIT  dif

-0.01***
0.002

CIT  dif

-0.09***
0.015

r2

0.863

0.934

0.887

0.964

N

5425

5425

5425

5425

Note: Table 1 regresses the (log) number of HS6-country variety on firm- and industry-specific tariffs and cross
term with the scope of product differentiation. Regressions include firm fixed effects and year fixed effects.
Robust standard errors are clustered by exporter year. Significance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.
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4.3 Robustness
4.3.1 Other Definitions of Varieties
To certify our empirical results are not sensitive to the definition of a variety, we choose the
number of HS8-country (Table2) and number of HS8 codes (Table3) as dependent variables,
respectively and rerun the estimation equation. As shown in the table, our results are robust to
alternative definitions of a variety. Specifically, consistent with the evidence in Table 1, the
relationship between input tariff cuts and export product scope is particular pronounced for
highly differentiated industries. Besides, the coefficients for industry-specific tariffs are still
larger than that for firm-specific tariffs, which confirms the importance of the new variety
margin.
Table 2. Input Trade Reductions on The Number of (log) HS8-Country Varieties

FIT

(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.032*

-0.028

0.024

0.023

CIT

(4)

-0.032*** -0.039**
0.004
0.017

2.year

0.210*** 0.211***
0.066
0.066

0.176**
0.074

0.174**
0.074

3.year

0.353***
0.071
0.519***
0.073
0.731***
0.074

0.300***
0.088
0.457***
0.095
0.667***
0.098

0.297***
0.089
0.455***
0.095
0.664***
0.098

4.year
5.year
FIT  dif

0.351***
0.071
0.519***
0.073
0.730***
0.075
-0.079***
0.011

CIT  dif

r2
N

-0.109***
0.017
0.796
5425

0.864
5425

0.896
5425

0.954
5425

Note: Table 2 regresses the (log) number of HS8-country variety on firm- and industry-specific tariffs and cross
term with the scope of product differentiation. Regressions include firm fixed effects and year fixed effects.
Robust standard errors are clustered by exporter year. Significance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.

Table 3. Input Trade Reductions on The Number of (log) HS8 Varieties

FIT

(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.041*

-0.021
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0.026

0.023

CIT
2.year
3.year
4.year
5.year

-0.046**

-0.045*

0.026

0.025

0.110*** 0.546***

0.455**

0.453**

0.057

0.045

0.055

0.054

0.347*** 0.457***

0.300*** 0.457***

0.045

0.088

0.054

0.089

0.564*** 0.754***

0.234*** 0.448***

0.037

0.034

0.045

0.045

0.467*** 0.785***

0.345*** 0.565***

0.057

0.045

FIT  dif

0.076

0.086

-0.076***
0.009

CIT  dif

0.093***
0.014

r2

0.792

0.879

0.859

0.953

N

5425

5425

5425

5425

Note: Table 3 regresses the (log) number of HS8 variety on firm- and industry-specific tariffs and cross term
with the scope of product differentiation. Regressions include firm fixed effects and year fixed effects. Robust
standard errors are clustered by exporter year. Significance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.

Our empirical results are consistent with the evidence in Flach and Irlacher (2015), who find
that firms in highly differentiated industries will invest more in product innovation and that
exchange rate devaluation in Brazil benefits domestic firms for increasing access to foreign
markets and exploiting economies of scale in innovation. However, they confirm the
theoretical predictions proposed by Dhingra(2013) that the type of innovation depends on the
industry-specific scope for differentiation. Compared with Flach and Irlacher (2015), our
paper empirically confirm the theoretical prediction proposed by Nocke and Yeaple (2014)
who predicts that trade liberalization expands the product scope of firms in industries with
highly-differentiated industries.
4.3.2 Endogeneity Issues
There is a potential reverse causality problem in our estimation. Although China’s tariff
reductions are regulated by the WTO agreement, tariff reductions and product scope, to some
extent, is endogenous. For example, firms in high import tariff industries and
low-productivity industries may lobby the government to lower the input tariff, thus firms’
product plan may lead to tariff changes and not the opposite. To control for the reverse
causality between product scope and tariffs, following Yu (2014), we construct a one-year lag
of firm and industry-specific input tariffs .i.e., firm and industry-specific input tariffs are
measured by using previous (one-year lag) tariffs with time-invariant weights. Table 4
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presents the 2SLS estimation results, which are consistent with the results above.
Table 4. 2SLS regressions on The Number of (log) HS6-Country Varieties

FIT1

(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.045*
0.029

-0.034
0.043

CIT1
2.year
3.year
4.year
5.year

（4）

-0.045*** -0.06*
0.005
0.045
0.114***
0.067
0.345***
0.043
0.547***
0.067
0.685***
0.057

FIT1  dif

0.466***
0.074
0.457***
0.057
0.864***
0.044
0.544***
0.045

0.567**
0.046
0.334***
0.038
0.457***
0.045
0.456***
0.054

0.345**
0.044
0.345***
0.045
0.643***
0.043
0.654***
0.054

-0.084***
0.005

CIT1  dif

0.097***
0.015

r2
N

0.864
5425

0.934
5425

0.896
5425

0.967
5425

Note: Table 4 regresses the (log) number of HS6-country varieties on firm- and industry-specific tariffs and
cross term with the scope of product differentiation using IV. Regressions include firm fixed effects and year
fixed effects. Robust standard errors are clustered by exporter year. Significance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.

5 Conclusions
Multi-product firms (MPFs) contribute a large percent to production and international trade.
Therefore, the success of multi-product exporters in the global marketplace means a lot to a
country’s exporting growth. Recent literature on multi-product firms shows that product
scope is one of the most important sources of exporters’ success in international trade.
Introducing a new product or a new variety of existing products will increase exporters’
revenues in the global marketplace. However, it would prove difficult for firms in developing
countries if accessing varieties of key inputs is too costly.
Input trade liberalization provides domestic firms great opportunities to access to cheaper and
previously unavailable inputs, not only reducing the import prices of existing inputs but also
relaxing technological constraints facing such producers via access to new imported input
varieties that were unavailable prior to the liberalization. However, responses are different
across firms in industries with different scope of product. While firms in highly differentiated
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industries are more likely to expand their product varieties, firms in non-differentiated
industries may not.
Relying on three sets of data: tariff data, product-level trade data and firm-level production
data, we construct firm-and industry-specific tariff index, respectively, to reflect the intensive
and extensive margin of input trade liberalization using time-invariant input share as weight
to avoid the endogenous relationship between tariffs and imports. In addition, since the main
interest of our paper is firms’ export scope, we make three definitions of firms’ export
varieties to show that the results are not sensitive to our definition of varieties. In order to
investigate heterogeneous impacts of input trade liberalization on firms’ export product scope
in industries with different scope of product difference, we also classify export products into
differentiated and homogeneous goods using Rauch (1999) classification.
As we show, the Chinese data provide robust confirmation of the prediction: comparing
changes of export product scope of firms in industries with different scope of product
differentiation, we find that while firms in differentiated product scope expand export product
scope greatly, firms in non-differentiated product sector do not expand export product scope
significantly, which robust to different definitions of varieties.
Since input tariff reductions contribute a lot to Chinese export growth through expanding
product scope, more open policies should be implemented to encourage domestic firms to
import advanced, critical and important intermediate inputs and equipment.
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